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tmojay

Posts: 148
(05/24/09 10:01 PM)

this board is d-e-a-d

JP Paulus

Posts: 379
(05/25/09 02:24 PM)

Thanks for posting this...i also wonder what happened. 

I guess the anonymity of the blogs appeal to many. 

It's too bad...because i really like the more democratic messageboards, 

where anyone can bring up an old-but-relevent topic, so they arne't 

re-hashing the same old stuff, but rather build on the past. 

It's harder to keep track of individuals through the blog comments (i.e. 

see what issues appeal to them most, their "normal" personality, so you

can tell if someone is simply having a bad day, rather than being as bad 

as a particular post might make them appear to be. 

BTW, the Uptown Update message board is similarly dead, with Mark 

Schneider using it as his own personal anti-JPUSA crusade/ego building 

site (since he seems to be the only one posting on a regular basis).

tmojay

Posts: 149
(05/31/09 03:23 PM)

i learned about much news thru this site and shared some as well.

there's always Uptown Update but i liked how this board focused on BPN. 

oh well

UptownRising

Posts: 1324
(06/18/09 10:16 PM)

I don't really post on Uptown Update or here on BPN, but I'm still

around. I just don't have as much free time any more.
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